
"It's very important to teach citizens about
transnationality of the climate crisis. Thus,
this platform will stimulate people to
introduce climate journalism course in
educational institutions."

-Elizabeth Eide, Co-Director
MediaClimate Network, Professor Emerita
at- OsloMet.

Workshop ObjectivesWorkshop Objectives

“In the current environment, students
need to have basic knowledge of climate
change and we plan to make this into a
skill set for them by introducing a course
on climate journalism in journalism
institutions in Pakistan.” 

- Prof. Altaf Ullah Khan, Dean of
Humanities, FCCU
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Teaching Climate Journalism at
Pakistani Universities: 

Finding a Glocal Perspective

The workshop aimed at gathering
national academics and experts
at FCCU and involve international
experts to develop a course on
climate journalism. It
recommended best practices
along with sharing course
documents developed by
different universities in Pakistan.
It also aimed at localizing the
course by discussing specific
local, national and regional
issues.
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Workshop Breakdown!

Prof. Altaf Ullah Khan, Dean
of Humanities, FCCU,
inaugurated the workshop.
Prof. Elizabeth Eide, Co-
Director MediaClimate
Network and Professor
Emerita at OsloMet, gave
introduction of the workshop. 
Dr. Firasat Jabeen, Asst.
Professor of Mass
Communication, FCCU, also
spoke at the inaugural of the
workshop.
Syed M. Saqib Saleem, Asst.
Professor Department of
Mass Communication, FCCU,
welcomed the participants
and opened the session.
Ms Farahnaz Zahidi, Pakistan
Editor at Third Pole, delivered
a presentation on climate
journalism from Pakistan's
perspective. She emphasized
on the need for students to
learn about climate
journalism through academics
to properly report on it and
ways in which journalists can
support climate action. 



Tools For Climate Coverage

Digital Observatory of Protected Areas: https://dopa-
explorer.jrc.ec.europa.eu/
Protected Planet: https://www.protectedplanet.net/en
Environmental Justice Atlas: https://ejatlas.org/
Global Forest Watch: https://www.globalforestwatch.org/
SkyTruth Flaring Map: https://skytruth.org/flaring/

Not to be overly dramatic
A climate change story goes beyond (the) climate 
'Get local' and think more about climate justice
Build trust and engagement that can combat
dis/misinformation
Be guided by science and embrace 'Yes'

5 Ways For Climate Action

Theoretical threads in MA level climate
journalism course from Norway were
shared along with challenges in both
theory and practice by, Prof. Andreas. 
Course outline of climate journalism
course including feature and video
stories to build better student
understanding of climate reportage
shared by Prof. Mofizur Rhaman.
A practical approach on visualizing
climate change through visual tools
discussed by Mr Muhammad Daud Khan. 
Course description and ideas for course
content discussed by Mr Syed M. Saqib
in his presentation on alternate learning
pathways for climate journalism.
Participants were divided into small
groups to brainstorm over student
learning objectives and course
activities. After which they all
presented their ideas.
Concluding speech by Prof. Elizabeth
Eide and Prof. Altaf Ullah Khan.

Workshop Breakdown!

Dr. Jonathan S. Addleton, Rector,
Forman Christian College (A Chartered
University) graced the event with his
presence and shared his remarks. 
Certificates were distributed among all the
participants.

certificate distribution ceremony



Ms Farahnaz Zahidi set the pace for the workshop by stressing on how we should train
journalism students to focus on human centric approach to narrate the adverse effects
of climate change. She said that we should work towards becoming gatekeepers for
information in an ethical manner. Climate journalism goes beyond borders, and the
journalists ought to speak about this topic differently and more profoundly.

Ms. Farahnaz Zahidi Moazzam
PAKISTAN EDITOR AT THE THIRD POLE

Prof. Mofizur Rhaman
PROFESSOR AT UNIVERSITY OF DHAKA, BANGLADESH AND

MEMBER OF MEDIACLIMATE NETWORK

Prof. Mofizur Rhaman said more research opportunities should be provided to students at
master’s levels. He also shared some feature and video stories that highlighted the kind of
climate reporting should be done. Finally, he shared data gathered after monitoring of
climate and environment issues in Bangladeshi media.

Prof. Andreas Ytterstad
PROFESSOR AT THE DEPARTMENT OF JOURNALISM AND
MEDIA STUDIES, OSLOMET

Prof. Andreas Ytterstad said that climate journalism should be more about how  society
changes and how human beings react to climate change. He shared two challenges for
both the theory and practice of climate journalism. He stressed the need to localize.
Climate change is really just global warming which is being politicized. It is global
warming which is causing havoc. We need to cut on  emissions drastically.

Bird'sBird'sBird's   
Eye ViewEye ViewEye View

Mr Muhammad Daud Khan was of the view that as a climate journalist, it is important
to do something very interesting to attract an audience. He said that social media has a
very indigenous impact. He also shared tools such as Digital Observatory for Protected
Area, Global Forest Watch or SkyTruth Flaring map which could be utilised to show the
viewers the authenticity and depth of the issue.

Muhammad Daud Khan
MULTIMEDIA JOURNALIST, STATION MANAGER AT PAKHTUNKHWA RADIO
AND MEMBER OF OXFORD CLIMATE JOURNALISM NETWORK

Syed Muhammad Saqib
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MASS COMMUNICATION AT  FCCU AND MEMBER

AND CO-EDITOR OF  MEDIACLIMATE NETWORK

Mr Saqib in his presentation shared the course description and ideas for
course content of a model climate journalism course. He stressed that
journalists should realize the importance of understanding the audience and
try to find environmental links in general stories. The message should be
imparted using simple jargon language, and calming the audience's eco-
anxiety.



Participants' Suggestions from the Group Activity 

Group 1 shared the course design comprising of both theory

and practice. They suggested teaching scientific

terminologies, introduce students to nature based solutions

and psychological affects of climate change including eco-

anxiety. They also suggested using fear appeal to raise

awareness regarding climate crisis. Students could be taught

using case study method. Students could be engaged in

producing multimedia projects revolving around climate

crisis.

Group 2 presented the idea of introducing a series of
courses on climate journalism instead of one specific
course. Ecology should be taught as a mandatory subject for
Mass Communication students in the very first semester.
After that climate journalism could be taught in the second
semester, and then later a specialization in climate
journalism could be offered with a special focus on "climate
journalism in the newsroom" as it would fill the gap
between academia and the newsroom. Data journalism
should be taught as well as climate mitigation techniques.
The group emphasized on adding a safety component in the
course to help students learn how to ensure their safety as
a climate journalist.

Group 3 thought it would be better to offer the
climate journalism course in the third semester for a
bachelors degree after they have been trained at the
fundamental level. The course would teach climate
science concepts and how it affects humans and vice
versa. Psychological affects of climate change should
also be included. Collective climate action campaigns
can be designed and executed by students. Advocacy
and climate change for policy making should also be
included in the climate journalism curricula.
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